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HAIR RESCUE: REPAIR  
HAIR FOLLICLE PEPTIDE SERUM

LUMINATE
COLLAGEN STIMULATING PEPTIDE SERUM  

HAIR RESCUE: ACTIVATE    
PEPTIDE HAIR GROWTH COMPLEX 

Helps Retain  

Hair Follicles for a 

Longer Duration‡
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Soy Free Dairy Free Gluten Free Non-GMO

‡ These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. 
These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.  

Strengthen and keep the hair you have with HAIR RESCUE: REPAIR 

from BioTE Medical. This specially formulated cosmeceutical was 

created to help retain hair follicles and promote thicker, fuller hair. 

HAIR RESCUE: REPAIR works by combining two potent peptide 

combinations, GHK-Cu and Zn-Thymulin. In studies, GHK-Cu has 

been shown to strengthen existing hair by stimulating growth in 

areas that are lacking thickness. Zn-Thymulin is a combination of 

Zinc and a nonapeptide called Thymulin. Together, Zn-Thymulin has 

been shown to extend the anagen phase of hair follicles and reduce 

hair loss associated with a zinc deficiency. 

Improve the health and appearance of your skin with LUMINATE 

from BioTE Medical. This powerful collagen-stimulating peptide 

serum combines three fast-acting peptides (GHK-Cu, Argireline, 

and Leuphasyl) to help reduce the appearance of wrinkles and 

promote firmer, healthier skin that glows.   

GHK-Cu is a naturally occurring copper peptide that stimulates 

collagen and glycosaminoglycan synthesis to help reduce wrinkles 

and fine lines in the skin.  

Argireline is a smaller subsection of the Botox peptide sequence, 

and like the larger molecule, works to reduce expression lines and 

wrinkles by blocking nerve to muscle messaging.  

Leuphasyl is a pentapeptide that helps inhibit the release of 

acetylcholine in the synapses to reduce muscle contractions, which 

also reduces the appearance of wrinkles.    

LUMINATE can help firm, lift, and smooth the skin by combining 

these three well-researched peptide molecules into a single 

topical cream. Luminate may also help reinforce the skin’s support 

structure by promoting cell turnover, enhancing skin clarity, and 

reducing muscle tension and contraction. With its anti-aging and 

clarifying properties, this peptide serum makes the perfect addition 

to any skincare regiment.

Encourage hair growth at a cellular level with HAIR RESCUE: 

ACTIVATE from BioTE Medical. This specially formulated topical 

serum was created to help stimulate hair growth and reduce issues 

commonly associated with hair loss. 

HAIR RESCUE: ACTIVATE combines a potent hair-stimulating 

peptide, PTD-DBM with Methyl Vanillate to provide a multi-

approach solution to hair loss. Research shows these ingredients 

work synergistically to activate Wnt/β-catenin pathways and 

reduce DHT-induced hair follicle miniaturization associated with 

male pattern baldness. This formula has been shown to stimulate 

normal hair growth and promote hair cell proliferation—helping hair 

appear thicker and fuller in as little as five weeks.

Reduces Hair Loss 

Associated With 

Zinc Deficiency‡

Increase Hair 

Count & Hair 

Mass Index‡

BEAUTIFUL HAIR & SKIN 
POWERED BY PEPTIDES
BioTE Cosmeceuticals use peptides to improve 
the health of your patients’ hair and skin.

Reduces DHT-

Induced Hair Follicle 

Miniaturization‡

Encourages 

Normal Hair Follicle 

Development ‡

Promotes  

Hair Cell  

Proliferation‡

Stimulates 

Collagen 

Production‡

Promotes  

Healthy  

Skin‡

Reduces the 

Appearance of 

Wrinkles‡


